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PR20.11
28.09.2011CERN sets course for extra-low-energy antiprotons

Geneva, 28 September 2011. The kick-off meeting for ELENA, the Extra Low Energy Antiproton Ring, starts
today at CERN1. Approved by CERN Council in June this year, ELENA is scheduled to deliver its first
antiprotons in 2016. This week’s kick-off meeting brings together scientists from Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Japan, Sweden, the UK and the USA. The project is led by CERN.

“ELENA is a new facility aimed to deliver antiprotons at the lowest energies ever reached in order to improve
the study of antimatter,” said CERN’s Stéphan Maury, Head of the ELENA project.

ELENA will consist of a small new decelerator ring that will be installed in same building that houses CERN’s
existing Antiproton Decelerator (AD). It will slow antiprotons down to under a fiftieth of the current AD
energy, bringing an improvement of a factor of 10-100 in antiproton trapping efficiency. At the AD,
antiprotons have to be slowed down by passing them through a series of foils, a process that results in the
loss of some 99.9% of the antiprotons extracted from the AD before they reach the experiments.

“This is a big step forward for antimatter physics. Going to extra low energy increases the trapping efficiency
for antiprotons, which will not only improve the research potential of existing experiments, but will also allow
CERN to support a wider range of antimatter experiments,” said Walter Oelert, an antimatter pioneer at
CERN, who has actively supported the ELENA project.

Ever since the Nobel Prize wining discovery of antiprotons in 1955, these particles have proved to be an
important research tool. In the 1980s, they played a pivotal role in the discovery of the W and Z particles at
CERN, which also led to a Nobel Prize.

CERN’s achievements with low-energy antiprotons include the trapping and accumulation of large numbers of
antiprotons in the early 1990s, which led to very precise comparisons of protons and antiprotons. In 1995,
the first antiatoms - antihydrogen - were created at CERN, opening the way to new experiments on
antimatter and, more recently, the trapping of antihydrogen atoms. One experiment at the AD has also made
preliminary studies of the potential for using antiprotons in cancer therapy. In the future, experiments will
make detailed comparisons of hydrogen and antihydrogen atoms, and measure the influence of gravity on
antiprotons.

Construction of ELENA is scheduled to begin in 2013, in parallel with AD running. When complete in 2016,
ELENA will be able to support more experiments than the AD can today, giving CERN - a laboratory best
known for the high-energy frontier of particle physics - a grandstand seat at the low-energy frontier.

Contact:

CERN Press Office, press.office@cern.ch
+41 22 767 34 32
+41 22 767 21 41

 

Follow CERN at:

www.cern.ch
http://twitter.com/cern/
http://www.youtube.com/user/CERNTV
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/
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ASACUSA roadmap shown at SPSC in 1997
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revised roadmap shown at SPSC in 2005
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ASACUSA 
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ATRAP
ALPHA

ASACUSA

added in 2005 H̅ ground-state HFS



RFQD
5 MeV to 100 keV
~25% efficiency
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RFQD - shown at SPSC 2001

7

– Buncher + HEBT + Energy 
corrector + 200 MHz RFQ + 
LEBT

– ~44 % deceleration efficiency 
expected

– Variable output energy (RF 
electrodes floated)
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SPSC 2001 First RFQD experiment - p̅ dE/dx

RFQD & ESA 
in the AD hall

• Energy varied 
between 60 - 8 
keV

• dE/dx 
measurement, 1 
point / hour after 
optimization



laser-spectroscopy of 
ultra-cold p̅He atoms
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SPSC 2002 p̅He result using RFQD

11

Spectroscopy at “zero density”

•So far, exp-theory comparison done after extrapolating exp 
values to “zero” helium density

•With the RFQD beam, measurements at “zero density” has 
become possible
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p̅He - recent CERN press release9/28/11 9:05 AMCERN Press Release
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The ASACUSA experiment. 
More photos: 1 - 2.

CERN experiment weighs antimatter with unprecedented
accuracy
Geneva, 28 July 2011. In a paper published today in the journal
Nature, the Japanese-European ASACUSA experiment at CERN1

reported a new measurement of the antiproton’s mass accurate to
about one part in a billion. Precision measurements of the antiproton
mass provide an important way to investigate nature’s apparent
preference for matter over antimatter.

“This is a very satisfying result,” said Masaki Hori, a project leader in
the ASACUSA collaboration. “It means that our measurement of the
antiproton’s mass relative to the electron is now almost as accurate
as that of the proton.”

Ordinary protons constitute about half of the world around us,
ourselves included. With so many protons around it would be natural
to assume that the proton mass should be measurable to greater accuracy than that of antiprotons. After
today’s result, this remains true but only just. In future experiments, ASACUSA expects to improve the
accuracy of the antiproton mass measurement to far better than that for the proton. Any difference between
the mass of protons and antiprotons would be a signal for new physics, indicating that the laws of nature
could be different for matter and antimatter.

To make these measurements antiprotons are first trapped inside helium atoms, where they can be ‘tickled’
with a laser beam. The laser frequency is then tuned until it causes the antiprotons to make a quantum jump
within the atoms, and from this frequency the antiproton mass can be calculated.  However, an important
source of imprecision comes from the fact that the atoms jiggle around, so that those moving towards and
away from the beam experience slightly different frequencies.  A similar effect is what causes the siren of an
approaching ambulance to apparently change pitch as it passes you in the street. In their previous
measurement in 2006, the ASACUSA team used just one laser beam, and the achievable accuracy was
dominated by this effect. This time they used two beams moving in opposite directions, with the result that
the jiggle for the two beams partly cancelled out, resulting in a four times better accuracy.

“Imagine measuring the weight of the Eiffel tower” said Hori. “The accuracy we’ve achieved here is roughly
equivalent to making that measurement to within less than the weight of a sparrow perched on top. Next
time it will be a feather.”

 

Further information

Video: ASACUSA Experiment - Antiprotons weighed with unprecedented precision
Video: CERN News ASACUSA Experiment

Contact

CERN Press Office, press.office@cern.ch
+41 22 767 34 32
+41 22 767 21 41

Follow CERN at:
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p̅He spectroscopy: RFQD + lasers

‘chirp’, induced during this amplification are an important source of
systematic error5,13–15 and were measured using a heterodyne spectro-
meter11. The precision of this laser system was verified11 to be
,1.4 3 1029 by measuring some two-photon transition frequencies
in rubidium and caesium at respective wavelengths of 778 and 822 nm.

It was essential to use helium targets of low enough density for the
relaxations caused by collisions between !pHe1 and other helium atoms
that could inhibit the two-photon transition to remain small. This
implied the use of antiprotons of low enough energy to be stopped
in such targets within the volume irradiated by the 2-cm-diameter
laser beams. We used the CERN Antiproton Decelerator to produce
200-ns-long, pulsed beams of 5.3-MeV antiprotons (Fig. 1c). Every
100 s, we decelerated about 7 3 106 antiprotons to ,70 keV by allow-
ing them to pass through a 3-m-long, radio-frequency quadrupole
decelerator4. The beam was then transported by an achromatic,
magnetic beamline to the target chamber filled with 4He or 3He gas
at temperature T < 15 K and pressure P 5 0.8–3 mbar. At a time 2–8ms
after the resulting formation of !pHe1, two horizontally polarized
laser beams of energy density ,1 mJ cm22 were simultaneously
fired through the target in opposite directions perpendicular to the
antiproton beam.

Figure 1b shows the Cherenkov signal (solid blue line) as a function
of time elapsed since the arrival of antiproton pulses at the target,
averaged over 30 pulses, which corresponds to ,107 !pHe1 atoms.
Laser beams of wavelengths c/n1 5 417 and c/n2 5 372 nm were tuned
to the two-photon transition (36, 34) R (34, 32) such that the virtual
intermediate state lay Dnd < 6 GHz away from the real state (35, 33).
The above-mentioned annihilation spike corresponding to the two-
photon transition can be seen at t 5 2.4ms. When the 417-nm laser
alone was tuned off the two-photon resonance condition slightly (by
0.5 GHz; Fig. 1b, red line), the signal abruptly disappeared as expected.
This indicates that the background from any Doppler-broadened,
single-photon transitions is very small.

Figure 2b shows the resonance profile measured by detuning the laser
of frequency n2 by Dnd 5 26 GHz and scanning the laser of frequency
n1 between 21 and 1 GHz around the two-photon resonance defined
by n1 1 n2, which corresponds to a wavelength of ,197.0 nm. The

measured linewidth (,200 MHz) represents the highest spectral reso-
lution achieved so far for an antiprotonic atom, and is more than an
order of magnitude smaller than the Doppler- and power-broadened
profile of the corresponding single-photon resonance (36, 34) R (35,
33) (Fig. 2a) measured under the same target and laser power condi-
tions. This allows us to determine the atomic transition frequency with a
correspondingly higher precision. The remaining width is caused by the
hyperfine structure; the 3-ns Auger lifetime of the daughter state, (34,
32); and power broadening effects.

The two-peak structure with a frequency interval of 500 MHz arises
from the dominant interaction between the electron spin and the
orbital angular momentum of the antiproton. Each peak is a super-
position of two hyperfine lines caused by a further interaction between
the antiproton and electron spins. The asymmetric structure is repro-
duced by line shape calculations9 (see below) and is due to the 25-MHz
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Figure 1 | Energy levels, Cherenkov detector signals and experimental
layout for two-photon spectroscopy of !pHe1. a, Two counter-propagating
laser beams induced the two-photon transition (n, l) 5 (36, 34) R (34, 32) in
!p4He1 via a virtual intermediate state of the antiproton tuned close to the real
state (35, 33). b, Cherenkov detectors revealed the annihilation of !p4He1

following the nonlinear two-photon resonance induced at t 5 2.4ms (blue).
When one of the lasers was detuned from resonance frequency by 2500 MHz,
the two-photon signal abruptly disappeared (red). PMT, photomultiplier tube.

c, The !p4He1 atoms were synthesized by decelerating a beam of antiprotons
using a radio-frequency quadrupole, and allowing them to stop in a cryogenic
helium target. Two Ti:sapphire pulsed lasers whose optical frequencies were
stabilized to a femtosecond frequency comb were used to carry out the
spectroscopy. CW, continuous wave; RF, radio frequency; SHG, second-
harmonic generation; THG, third-harmonic generation; ULE, ultralow
expansion.
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Figure 2 | Profiles of sub-Doppler two-photon resonances. a, Doppler- and
power-broadened profile of the single-photon resonance (36, 34) R (35, 33) of
!p4He1. b, Sub-Doppler two-photon profile of (36, 34) R (34, 32) involving the
same parent state. c, d, Profiles of (33, 32) R (31, 30) of !p4He1 (c) and (35,
33) R (33, 31) of !p3He1 (d). Black filled circles indicate experimental data
points with 1-s.d. error bars, blue lines are best fits of theoretical line profiles
(see text) and partly overlapping arrows indicate positions of the hyperfine
lines. a.u., arbitrary units.
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p̅He spectroscopy: errors

spacing between the unresolved hyperfine lines (Se, S!p) 5 ("") R ("")
and ("#) R ("#) being smaller than the 75-MHz spacing between
(#") R (#") and (##) R (##).

We next detected the (33, 32) R (31, 30) resonance at wavelength
l 5 139.8 nm with the lowest n values among the two-photon transi-
tions, using lasers of wavelengths c/n1 5 296 and c/n2 5 264 nm
(Fig. 2c). The small transition probability and antiproton population
required that higher laser intensities, P . 2 mJ cm22, and small detun-
ings,Dnd < 3 GHz, from state (32, 31) were needed. For this transition,
the four hyperfine lines are much closer together, lying within a
200-MHz range. We also measured the !p3He1 resonance (35,
33) R (33, 31) at l 5 139.8 nm (Fig. 2d) using lasers of wavelengths
c/n1 5 410 and c/n2 5 364 nm. This profile contains eight partly over-
lapping hyperfine lines arising from the spin–spin interactions of the
3He nucleus, the electron and the antiproton.

We determined the spin-independent transition frequencies, nexp

(Table 1), by fitting each profile with a theoretical line shape9 (Fig. 2,
blue lines) that was determined by numerically solving the nonlinear
rate equations of the two-photon process. This included taking into
account all two-photon transitions between the 2l 1 1 < 70 substates,
the transition rates, power broadening effects, thermal motion of the
atoms, the spurious frequency modulation11 in the laser pulse, the
experimentally measured spatial and temporal profiles of the laser
beam, and a.c. Stark effects9. The positions of the hyperfine lines were
fixed to the theoretical values, which have a precision of ,0.5 MHz
(ref. 16).

For the transition (36, 34) R (34, 32) in !p4He1 (Table 2), the
statistical error, sstat, due to the finite number of atoms in the laser
beam was estimated to be 3 MHz (all quoted errors are s.d.). We
measured transitions at various target densities between 1 3 1018

and 3 3 1018 cm23. Within this density range, no significant collisional
shift was observable within the 3-MHz experimental error. This agrees
with quantum chemistry calculations (ref. 17 and D. Bakalov et al.,
personal communication) for which the predictions of 0.1–1-MHz-
scale collisional shifts in the associated single-photon lines agreed
with experimental results4,18 to within ,20%. Calculations show that

magnetic Zeeman shifts are also small (,0.5 MHz) for the Rydberg
states under our experimental conditions. The frequency chirp of each
laser pulse was recorded and corrected to a precision11 of 0.8 MHz. We
estimated the systematic error arising from the calculation of the fitting
function9 to be around 1 MHz.

Laser fields can shift the frequencies of the two-photon transitions9

by an amount proportional to (V1 2 V2)/Dnd, where V1 and V2
denote the Rabi frequencies of transitions between the parent and
virtual intermediate states and, respectively, the daughter and inter-
mediate states. We reduced this a.c. Stark shift to #5 MHz by carefully
adjusting the intensities of the two laser beams such that V1 < V2.
Remaining shifts were cancelled to a level of 0.5 MHz by systematically
comparing9 the resonance profiles measured alternately at positive and
negative detunings, 6Dnd. The total experimental error, sexp, was
obtained as the quadratic sum of all these errors. The larger error for
the 193.0-nm !p3He1 transitions is due to the larger number (eight) of
hyperfine lines and the smaller signal intensity.

The experimental transition frequencies, nexp (Fig. 3, filled circles
with error bars in), agree with theoretical values, nth (squares), to
within (2–5) 3 1029. This agreement is a factor of five to ten times
better than that obtained in previous single-photon experiments5. The
calculation uses fundamental constants19 compiled in CODATA 2002
including the 3He-to-electron and 4He-to-electron mass ratios, the
Bohr radius and the Rydberg constant. To preserve the independence
of this work, we avoided using the more recent CODATA 2006 (http://
physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/archive2006.html) values, which include
results from our previous experiments and three-body QED calcula-
tions on !pHe1. The charge radii of the 3He and 4He nuclei give correc-
tions to nth of 4–7 MHz, whereas the correction from the antiproton
radius is much smaller (refs 3,20;=MHz) owing to the large l values of
the states. The precision of nth is mainly limited by the uncalculated
radiative corrections of order ma8 (Table 2).

When the antiproton-to-electron mass ratio, M!p/me, in these calcu-
lations was changed by 1029, nth changed by 2.3–2.8 MHz. By minimiz-
ing

P
!p½nth(M!p=me){nexp"2=s2

stat, where the sum is over the three
!pHe1 frequencies, and considering the above systematic errors, ssys,

Table 1 | Spin-averaged transition frequencies of !pHe1

Isotope Transition
(n, l) R (n 2 2, l 2 2)

Transition frequency (MHz)

Experiment Theory

!p4He1 (36, 34) R (34, 32) 1,522,107,062(4)(3)(2) 1,522,107,058.9(2.1)(0.3)
(33, 32) R (31, 30) 2,145,054,858(5)(5)(2) 2,145,054,857.9(1.6)(0.3)

!p3He1 (35, 33) R (33, 31) 1,553,643,100(7)(7)(3) 1,553,643,100.7(2.2)(0.2)

Experimental values show respective total, statistical and systematic 1-s.d. errors in parentheses; theoretical values (ref. 3 and V. I. Korobov, personal communication) show respective uncertainties from
uncalculated QED terms and numerical errors in parentheses.

Table 2 | Errors for transition (n, l) 5 (36, 34) R (34, 32) of !p4He1

Datum Error (MHz)

Experimental errors

Statistical error, sstat 3
Collisional shift error 1
A.c. Stark shift error 0.5
Zeeman shift ,0.5
Frequency chirp error 0.8
Seed laser frequency calibration ,0.1
Hyperfine structure ,0.5
Line profile simulation 1
Total systematic error, ssys 1.8
Total experimental error, sexp 3.5

Theoretical uncertainties

Uncertainties from uncalculated QED terms* 2.1
Numerical uncertainty in calculation* 0.3
Mass uncertainties* ,0.1
Charge radii uncertainties* ,0.1
Total theoretical uncertainty*, sth 2.1

Experimental errors and theoretical uncertainties are 1 s.d.
*Ref. 3 and V. I. Korobov, personal communication.

(36, 34) → (34, 32)

–4 –2

p3He+

p4He+

0
(Qth – Qexp)/Qexp (p.p.b.)

2 4

(33, 32) → (31, 30)

(35, 33) → (33, 31)

Figure 3 | Two-photon transition frequencies. The experimental values
(nexp; blue circles) for !p4He1 and !p3He1 agree with theoretical values (nth; red
squares) to within fractional precisions of (2–5) 3 1029. Error bars, 1 s.d.;
p.p.b., parts per 109.
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SPSC 2002: RFQD+TRAP
Capture of Millions of Slow 

Antiprotons
& extraction at 10 eV

•First signal from RFQD+trap, 
June 29, 2001
•Catch pbars & release after 1s
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SPSC 2007

250 eV extraction

MCP-DLD images at MCP2 (KBL end)

CERN, 18 Dec. 2006 – p. 14

250 eV extraction

MCP-DLD images at MCP2 (KBL end)

CERN, 18 Dec. 2006 – p. 14

250 eV extraction

MCP-DLD images at MCP2 (KBL end)

CERN, 18 Dec. 2006 – p. 14
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CERN, 18 Dec. 2006 – p. 14
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H̅ production in the “cusp” trap
Y. Enomoto et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 243401 (2010)
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Physics World reveals its top 10 breakthroughs for
2010
Dec 20, 2010 25 comments

It was a tough decision, given all the fantastic physics done in 2010. But we have decided
to award the Physics World 2010 Breakthrough of the Year to two international teams of
physicists at CERN, who have created new ways of controlling antiatoms of hydrogen.

Shared glory at CERN as antihydrogen research takes the gong

The ALPHA collaboration announced its findings in late November, which involved
trapping 38 antihydrogen atoms (an antielectron orbiting an antiproton) for about 170 ms.
This is long enough to measure their spectroscopic properties in detail, which the team
hopes to do in 2011.

Just weeks later, the ASACUSA group at CERN announced that it had made a major
breakthrough towards creating a beam of antihydrogen that is suitable for spectroscopic
studies. Our congratulations to both teams.

We have also awarded nine runners-up mentions (see below) – with second place going
to the first direct detection of the spectrum of an exoplanet and third place to the
observation of quantum behaviour in an object big enough to be seen with the naked eye.

1st place: Antihydrogen success

The antihydrogen breakthroughs scooped our first prize because it ought now be possible
to carry out the first detailed studies of the energy levels in antihydrogen. Any slight
differences in the levels compared to ordinary hydrogen could shed light on one of the
biggest mysteries in physics – why there is so much more matter than antimatter in the
universe.

The ALPHA team celebrates

The ALPHA group is represented by Jeffrey Hangst of Aarhus University in Denmark, who
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Summary

RFQD - a big success

ELENA will be a bigger success

 - statistics x 10 (or more) for p̅ mass measurement

 - beam brightness, stability will improve p̅ trapping efficiency 
& H̅ production

 - Paul trap (for p̅He & H̅) will also be deployed

 - internal target p̅-H collision experiment may be possible


